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It has been an honor (and lots of fun!)
to put together this special issue of
Paranoize in conjunction with the
vinyl release of Graveyard Rodeo’s
“Sowing Discord In The Haunts Of
Man” on Grans Records from
Catalunya.
Graveyard Rodeo were one of the
pioneers of the New Orleans metal
scene, so I was inspired to put
together sort of a “Best Of” issue of
Paranoize, which will be included
with each record.
What you’re holding is a bit of a peek
into what the mid to late 80’s New
Orleans metal/punk/hardcore scene
was like, with members of several
bands from that time period
(Graveyard Rodeo, Shell Shock,
Exhorder, Incubus, Acid Bath, Catch
22, Blatant Frustration and The
Flagrantz) telling about their bands
and experiences during the formative
years of the New Some of these
interviews were re-printed from
earlier issues, others were used on the
Paranoize blog.
Also included is a piece that M. Bevis
wrote in an earlier issue of Paranoize
about the early New Orleans
punk/hardcore scene and lifestyle.
You can find read and purchase recent
issues of Paranoize, listen
to/download mp3s from 80’s and 90’s
New Orleans metal/punk/ hardcore
bands etc. at our website:
www.paranoizenola.com
Thanks for your time,
Bobby Bergeron
-editor, Paranoize ‘Zine

became Exhorder. I was 16, Chris, Vinnie,
and David were all either 17 or 18, and I
think Andy was about 23. That was it,
though- we met at punk rock gigs and all
wanted to play more crossover type music
than heavy metal. Half of the band looked
metal and the other half looked punk.
Who was in Exhorder throughout the
life of the band?
As far as actual members go, the list isn't
terribly long. I'm the only vocalist the
band ever had, and the only other position
that's ever been manned by one guy was
Vinnie LaBella's. The original lineup was
rounded out by Chris Nail on drums, Andy
Villafarra on bass, and David Main on
guitar. After our first break up, we
reformed without David and he was
replaced with Jay Ceravolo. Eventually we
parted ways with Andy for good, and
Frankie Sparcello took the job. After a few
reunions, Chris left for good and was
replaced by Seth Davis. Once Frankie
passed away, Jorge Caicedo and Jason
VieBrooks each played a handful of shows
on bass. The only other people to play live
for Exhorder were Tommy Buckley of
Soilent Green/Crowbar (one show at Rock
Hard Festival in Germany), my brother
Kevin Thomas on bass for a handful of
songs at a secret guest appearance at a
Floodgate/Fall from Grace gig, and Sid
Montz on drums for like one song or two
at a Graveyard Rodeo gig in 1988. I'm
pretty sure that that is the most accurate
answer to this question, although many
people had auditioned or been contacted
about trying out at some point. Some of
the bigger names that either auditioned or
were in serious talks about it were Kirk
Windstein, Phil Anselmo, and Joey
Jordison.
How/when did you get together?
David, Vinnie, and Andy played in a
heavy metal band called Sabotage in the
early mid eighties. They met Chris and
started writing in late 1985. After some
friends tried out for the vocal spot, I
auditioned after meeting with everyone at
a DRI gig in the early summer of 1986.
That was the birth of what eventually

In your early years you mostly played
with punk/hardcore bands. As a thrash
metal band, how were you received by
the scene back then?
It was cool that we debuted in the punk
scene. People didn't know what to think.
We were too metal for some of the punks
and too punk for some of the metal heads.
Most people just flipped out on the sheer
brutality and technicality of what we were
bringing to the live show. We weren't the
first band to start bridging that gap in New
Orleans, but we did take it to a new level.

Talk about your "Get Rude" and
"Slaughter In The Vatican" demos.
The funny thing is that we actually
recorded a three song demo at Sam
Picolo's home studio before Get Rude. It

was Legions of Death, Anal Lust, and
Ripping Flesh. No one even has a copy
anymore- that shit is lost forever, sadly.
Get Rude was recorded at Stonee's Studio
in the late summer of 1986. We scrounged
up a few hundred bucks and went to the
eight track backyard studio and ripped out
a nasty, raw recording. Whatever it lacked
in production could never be made up for
as far as feeling and vibe is concerned.
That is one angry piece of music. The only
song on Get Rude that never made it to an
album was Ripping Flesh. Slaughter in the
Vatican was our coming of age, so to
speak. We spit out Death in Vain,
Desecrator, and Slaughter in the Vatican
one right after the other, and I knew that
we were onto something real and special. I
got a phone call from Scott Goudeau, a
very talented jazz guitarist that was dating
my cousin. He had heard that we were
ready to record, and called to let me know
that he would engineer the sessions at
Ultrasonic Studios for a price we couldn't
refuse. During the session he isolated the
vocals right where I screamed, "FUCK
YOUR GOD!!!", and freaked out. He was
a devout Christian and it scared him. I got
a phone call from him saying that he was
removing himself from the sessions, and
that Dave Farrell would finish if I
remember that correctly. When I told the
guys they were like, "Fuck him!!! The
prick!!!", and he ended up in the fuck you
list. The best part is that he told on me to
my aunt and uncle, who ended up calling
my parents. I was seventeen at the time, so
it was funny as shit to me that I was being
"told on". I never harbored any ill will
toward Scott. He's a super nice guy and an
unreal talent. In his own mind he was just
looking out for his girlfriend's younger
cousin.

Graveyard Rodeo, Acid Bath (the original
punk band with my brother, not the guys
that made the name famous), Virul Nihils,
Spoiled Brats- too many to name. Then
the bigger acts came through, like
Agnostic Front, DRI, GBH, COC, and I
was in like flint. Eventually we started
opening for these acts, and I remain dear
friends with some to this day. The
brotherhood of the scene was special. I
look back and I realize that the dynamics
for some of those punks I befriended then
were way different than mine. I came from
a loving home that was pretty normal. So
many of them came from broken
situations or really had no family or home
to speak of. Looking back on it now, a lot
of those people's situations were quite sad.
As a father of teenagers now, I would
absolutely lose my mind if my kids were
getting into the mischief that I did back
then. My mother always tells me it's not
fair that my kids are so good!

What are some of your favorite
memories from the 80's New Orleans
underground music scene?
Man, when I first started going to the punk
gigs, it just felt so wild and rebellious. It
was so different from metal gigs. I was
fifteen and bar hopping to see so many
good bands- Mad Monk, Shell Shock,

What are the other former members of
Exhorder doing musically today?
I don't know too much aside from Vinnie
playing in the Mikey B3 project. I see
Andy on Bourbon Street on his way to his
gigs there, probably playing funk and
blues. The rest I simply don't know.

Incubus were one of the first death metal
bands in New Orleans. They have
reformed under the name Opprobrium and
their “Serpent Temptation” LP has been
re-released by Relapse Records.
Here is an interview with bassist/vocalist
Scot Latour
So when and how did Incubus get
started?
We actually started out as a 4-piece with
Brian Jeffrey(Haate) on vocals.
We played a mix of covers and originals.
We did a couple of shows
(remember "Waves" on Martin Behrman?)
and some studio work. The style was
fairly unique and Brian sang with clean
vocals. It was along the lines of early
RUSH meets Queensryche. Anyway,
Francis and Moyses wanted to go heavier
and decided that it would be better if I
sang vocals. I had never done it before but
went along with it anyway. And so
Incubus began.
Incubus, if I remember, was the first
death metal band in the New Orleans
scene. How was the response when you
first started playing shows?
THE first? I guess that's arguable but, we
were definitely ONE of the first. It was
actually kind of cool in an era and scene
that was full of hair-metal bands.
I had plenty of musician friends that
played the "glam" stuff so the first 5 or 6
shows that we played, we opened for that
type of band(Leonyne, Rex). We were
generally pretty well recieved because we
were good musicians and generally had
more energy than the bands that we
opened for. It was a real good way to cut
our teeth on performing in front of an
audience. Hatchboy (Shell Shock) actually
gave us our start on the metal/crossover
scene. We opened up for them and got a
pretty good response.

What were your favorite and least
favorite shows?
This is a tough one because I've always
enjoyed playing live. It's hard to pick a
favorite but, I always enjoyed playing at
Storyville, great venue. My least favorite
would have to be when I blew my Carvin
head at the VFW Hall. Although I did get
to use a sweet Ampeg tube head while
mine was being repaired.
What do you miss the most from that
era?
I miss the tightness of all of the bands and
musicians. Everyone tried to help each
other out. We were all breaking new
ground in some way or another because
the genre was still relatively new, and
New Orleans turned out to be a big part of
shaping what it became. There was this
Exhorder and Incubus feud early on (long
story), but I later was friends with all of
them and we did a lot of partying together.
How was your "Supernatural Death"
demo received in the underground?
The demo was traded like crazy! We
would get mail from people all over the
country.'
Tape trading was pretty big back then and
we benefitted from it. We gave
Phil(Anselmo) a bunch of tapes and shirts
and he helped to spread the word as well.

What's the story behind the label that
released your "Serpent Temptation"
LP, Brutal Records?
Brutal Records was a subsidiary of Metal
Works Records. It was a small label. We
signed a one record deal, and had a budget

of 20 grand. We were able to get the
record done and do a little advertising. To
my knowledge Metal Works, along with
it's subsidiary(s), went out of business in
1989.
Did you get any flack in the scene for
the Christian lean in your lyrics?
No, and to be honest, I never really got
any feedback concerning the lyrics. I have
read some reviews that mentioned the
christian lean but that's about it. We didn't
make it a point to be that way lyrically, it's
just how we felt at the time we wrote the
stuff.

to re-releasing the original. Whether or not
that was ever part of the plan, I don't
know. Everything that I wrote was
changed so that they were not on the hook
to give me any money or credit for it.
Which is fine, I was never doing it for the
money anyway. It's just the principle of
the whole thing. I just think that it was a
pretty shitty thing to do overall.
What are you up to nowadays?
I work for a large communications
company in Atlanta. I've been married for
almost 8 years,and have a son who turns 5
in September. I still love Metal and
support as many metal bands as I can.

Wasn't there a 2nd guitarist in the band
for a brief period?
Yes. Very brief. We thought that it would
thicken the sound by adding another
guitarist. We tried out a few guitarists, and
a guy named Jason Baas, played with us
for about a month or so, but it just didn't
work out.
What's your side of the story behind
you parting with Incubus?
Ah! It seems that there are 3-sides to every
story. Well after touring for "Serpent", we
started working on the new songs, a lot of
which had already been written. There was
a lot going on in my life at the time. we
still had not gotten with a new label, and
the brothers decided to fire our
manager(there Uncle). I did not agree with
the decision, but reluctantly accepted it. I
was going through a lot emotionally
because I had just lost my Father to
cancer. It was right around that time that
they came to me at practice and decided
that they wanted Francis to be the vocalist.
I knew at this point that I could no longer
count on Michael(our former-manager) to
take my side in matters. I decided to leave
the band and get my life together before
continuing my music career.
What is your opinion on the rerecording of "Serpent Temptation"
with Francis on vocals?
It was a money grab. In my opinion, that's
all it was. I was never contacted in regards

Thanks for the interview, Scot! Any
final
comments/suggestions/recipes/remedies/
etc.?
Thanks to everyone who still shows
interest in The Original Incubus, and
continues to spreadour music around the
world. Moyses called me about 4 years
ago and asked if I would beinterested in
doing an Incubus reunion. I told him that I
would but, I haven't heard from himsince
then. The debut album's twenty year
reunion is just around the corner. I want
fans outthere to know that it could still
happen, it's not out of the realm of
possibility. Continue tosupport metal on a
local, national, and international level.
Metal will never die! \m/

playing better and becoming more
creative, more unique, I think. That’s most
of what’s on the demo. Jack introduced a
twist of psychedelic to it and by then, the
sound was completely different than at the
band’s inception. Damn shame we never
recorded any of that stuff. “Mind Control
Disintegrates” was brutal. Parts of it
actually ended up in a Mooncrikits song.

Acid Bath was a punk/hardcore band from
New Orleans that existed in the late 80's.
Yes, there was another band with the same
name from South Louisiana that came
around in the 90's and put out a couple of
albums, but this isn't about them!
Here is an interview with former bassist
Kevin Thomas.
Who was in Acid Bath throughout the
life of the band?
The original lineup featured Steve Mott guitar/vocals, Brad LaBorde –
drums/vocals, and myself – bass/vocals.
After parting ways with Mott, David
Labruyere took over on guitar. When
Dave made his exit, Jack Elder was his
replacement.
How/when did you get together?
In early 1986, I ran into my old grade
school buddy, Mott at a Dead
Milkmen/Graveyard Rodeo show at
Capp’s on Carrollton. He asked if I was
playing music, and I had been playing
guitar. He said he had a thing going with a
friend in Marrero, and they needed a bass
player. So, I borrowed my brother, Kyle’s
bass and amp, met them at Brad’s house
and we easily cranked out stuff like “Wild
Thing” and “Blitzkrieg Bop”. They
already had the name picked out, and
PRESTO! We were a band!
What style of music did you play?
It was pretty typical 80s hardcore stuff.
The earlier material (little of which was
ever properly recorded) smacked of The
Ramones, Sex Pistols, Minor Threat, Dead
Kennedys type stuff. When Dave joined,
the songwriting changed a lot. We were

Talk about your "What A Drag" demo.
With the money we made from gigs, we
finally saved enough for a few days at
Stonee’s Studio. Stonee was a dude in
Metairie with a studio in his backyard
recommended to us by Shell Shock and
Exhorder. It was a hell of a learning
experience for a bunch o’ rookies, man.
Young, excited and impatient gave way to
a lot of, ‘Man-I-wish-we-wouldas’.
Personally, I learned that forcing vocal
tracks with the flu leads one to sound
much like a bullfrog doing his best Roger
Miret impression. That cover came out of
a stack of drawings my friend, Eddie
Lancaster was constantly cranking out. It
made us laugh so hard, it HAD to be the
cover. I cut and pasted (literally, with
scissors and a glue stick!) the “AB” in the
character’s hands and couldn’t think of
anything else to call it but, “What a Drag”.
The caricatures on the inside of the cover
and on the T-shirts were done by Reynard
Rochon. I think only 4 songs from the
original lineup made it to the demo:
“Somebody Castrated My Dog”, “Crotch
Itch”, “Diseased Between the Knees” and
“Final Thoughts”. I still think “Newborn
Corpse” was our best song. Dave’s
opening riff still gives me da chicken skin.
He was reluctant to record “Banana
Road”. It was just some personal shit he’d
piddle with while sittin’ around. Kinda
like an exercise, or something… both
hands on the fretboard. It took some arm
twisting, but I’m glad he gave in. It’s one
of my favorite tracks.
Was there anything else recorded?
Well, we used to sit around playing
quarter-bounce and farting into a tape
recorder. Does that count?

What are some of your favorite
memories from the 80's NOLA
underground scene both on and off
stage?
Jeez… Where do ya start with this one?
All day jam sessions in Brad’s garage
followed by all night beer sessions, going
to shows with the truck loaded up in case a
band didn’t show (happened a few times!),
getting to open for bands like Aggression,
Agnostic Front, The Descendents, Naked
Raygun… Of course, the VFW days were
some golden times. I miss that scene. One
of my best memories of those days,
period, is the Virul Nihils. It’s an absolute
crime those dudes never recorded. Once,
some out-of-place-looking fatherly type
fella told me, “Fuck you” when I asked for
$5 at the door, strolled in and dragged his
mortified daughter out by the arm. I’ll
always remember how the place went apeshit when we whipped out GBH’s
“Diplomatic Immunity”. Skyler set his
face on fire. Vinnie led an angry mob to
chase off a bunch of preppie types for
taggin’ some trailers on the property.
Bruce and pals were serving beer to
anyone. I learned that standing in ant piles
and tripping are a HORRIBLE
combination. Hell, St. Vitus played there,
man! Some serious shit went down at that
place. It was hard for any hardcore act to
get booked at the good clubs. I’m glad
that’s different, now. Before the Blue
Crystal became the big, happenin’ club it
was in the 90s, we booked a gig there with
The Rosicrucians. The original owner of
the club flipped out, shut it down before
Reynard and co. could even start their
second song and threw everyone out. We
loaded up, went over to the Artist’s Café
and set up on the tiny stage behind the bar.
Brad said the house drums were like
playing wet boxes. I could get really longwinded on this one!
What did the members of the band do
musically after Acid Bath disbanded?
Brad and I got together with David Main
(Exhorder) and Paul Prickett to form The
Mooncrikits. Brad was replaced with

Craig Nunenmacher and went on to form
Gus the Plumber. Mott has been involved
with several of his own projects over the
years, including HAMMER with me on
bass and Joey Lacaze (RIP) on drums.
That was some kick-ass shit. Dave
ultimately landed a gig as the bass player
for John Mayer (you may have heard of
him). Yeah, that bass track on “Your Body
is a Wonderland” is none other than the
guitarist on “American Pervert”. Oh, the
irony! I’m sure Jack is still floating in the
stratosphere with Lucy, her diamonds and
some King Crimson records.
Are you and other former members
active in the music scene today?
Currently, I have no active jams
happening. In 2008, I changed my name to
‘Daddy’ and stay focused on that. Haven’t
been on stage since a Floodgate reunion in
January, 2007. I plan to change that over
the next couple years, though. I can’t
speak for the other guys, as I have very
little contact with them. 2 or 3 years ago,
we tried putting an Acid Bath reunion
together as an opening act for a Shell
Shock reunion, but it never came together.
As most of us know, another band from
the Houma/Morgan City area came
along in the 90's and used the name
Acid Bath and they got a good bit of
popularity. Was this consensual, or was
there any drama behind them using the
name?
Never heard of ‘em. HAHA! How did I
KNOW this was gonna come up???
Jimmy Kyle and I chatted over beers about
this. He told me that when they were
going through a name change (another
band had the rights to what they originally
went by), they were sifting through an old
flyer collection for ideas, and came across
one of ours, liked the name and we hadn’t
been active for years, so they rolled with
it. There was never any drama or butt-hurt
twisted panties about it. They’re an
awesome buncha dudes, I love those
albums and I was happy to see the name
being used. We (Floodgate) played some
killer shows with those cats. I miss ‘em.

Who was in Catch 22 throughout the
life of the band? How did you get
together?
Catch 22 originally formed as F.U.K. with
original members Adam Richard-bass,
Skip Stire-drums, Brian Peterson-guitar
and myself Bryan Civello-vocals . After
loosing Adam we picked up Don Davis for
a brief time then moved on and picked up
Ted Ochoa on bass, dropped the name
F.U.K. and adopted the name Catch 22
What style of music did you play?
We played American hardcore punk.
Talk about your "Grown In The
Gutter" demo.
Grown In The Gutter was our first attempt
at recording. It was recorded at Bird Cage
studios and was an extremely humorous
experience, being that it was the fist time
we could actually hear what we sounded
like. We were surprised we didn't just
break up there and then

GBH showed up and jumped in on the line
up. No attitudes, just good times.
Some of my more fond memories, such as
playing with the Circle Jerks at Tipitinas ,
and the Exploited at Storyville (now
Jimmy Buffets) also include the first time
Catch 22 played, which ended up being at
the Artist Cafe on Iberville. The stage is
set up behind the bar and barely had
enough room for the bad to the point
where while I was singing I had one foot
on the bar and the other on the stage, with
the bartender going back and forth
underneath me.
What did the members of the band do
musically after Catch 22 disbanded?
After the band broke up, Skip ended up in
Body Bag Slam and a few other bands.
Ted ended up in RF7 playing trumpet.
Brian Peterson had lost his equipment and
I don't believe ever replaced it. I had
stopped playing altogether for almost 20
years, until I was asked to sing for
ENDALL

Was there anything else recorded?
We had gone into the studio 2 more times
but only producing one more tape. We had
picked up the newest recording and started
working on artwork and unfortunately
broke up shortly there after.
What are some of your favorite
memories from the 80's NOLA
underground scene both on and off
stage?
The scene in the 80's was always fun.
With the amount of venues that were
around, there was always a show going on.
In one night it wasn't uncommon for
bands to show up and jump in on a show. I
remember going to see Agnostic Front and

Are you and other former members
active in the music scene today?
Ted is still playing in the pacific north
west, and I've just recently started playing
again. We've threatened to do a reunion
show for Pat Roig, but we'll see what the
future holds.

Interview with vocalist Reynard Rochon
Who was in Blatant Frustration and
how/when did you get together?
Joey Delatte - 1st and last Drummer, Jimmy
Bower - Middle Drummer Daniel Marsalone guitar William Murphy – bass, Reynard Rochon
– vocals
Pretty much high school or friends of friends in
high school
What style of music did you play?
We played Hardcore Punk / Thrash
Talk about your demo.
We were ALL about DIY and recording. We
were obsessed with it. We recorded, or tried to
record everything. We'd use a 4 channel Radio
Shack mixer ... kinda get levels of everyone's
highest volume and then DO IT !!!! Record
direct to a cassette tape on an ghettoblaster .
Mannnnnn....... those 80s jam boxes had great
Tape recorders/players ... The demo was the
best takes of those songs recorded in different
locations. Fading Away was recorded in My
bedroom the very 1st time Jimmy Bower played
with us ! While Forewarned was done at Will
Murphy's house in separate rooms using this
ELABORATE headphone system and us
Yelling down the hallway to get a cue or count
off !!! ahahahahahha The 3 songs in the middle
including Retreat were recorded in Danny's
garage ... during the day in summer I think.
Passion and guilt was recorded in Danny's
garage late on a REALLLY cold night. I think it
might have even been a school night ?!? Danny
was blowing on his fingers to try and warm 'em
up to play ...... it was cold !! I was sick which
made my voice more raspy ..... I always wish it
could have stayed like that when I got better.
What are some of your favorite memories
from the 80's NOLA underground scene
both on and off stage?
LINCOLN BEACH and Hallucinogens ....
ahahha no seriously .... The Virul Nihils vs
Graveyard Rodeo war because they were both
really Great bands but they had beef with each
other ... hahahaha ..... Watching Bastard
Child/Chaos Horde & Burnt Eclipse
DESTROY EVERYONE !! Suffocation by
Filth !! Walking around late at night
ANYWHERE and not worrying about being
SHOT !

Interview with bassist Chris Fonseca
Who was in The Flagrantz and how/when
did you get together?
The main two members were Craig Speravocals and Jason Baas-guitar. The band started
in late 1986 and was made up of high school
guys from New Orleans East.
The Flagrantz soon came to attention of the
Shell Shock camp and opened some big all ages
shows while I (Chris) was in Shell Shock. In
summer of 87 I left Shell Shock along with
Mike Goner. We started our own band called
Magic Circus with Sean Hennessey. At the
same time The Flagrantz bassist was leaving
and they asked if I was interested. So the
"classic" Flagrantz line up was Craig Speravocals, Jason Baas-guitar Jason Mancusoguitar, Chris Fonseca-bass, Victor Lemoinedrums
What style of music did you play?
The bands concept was fresh to me as they
played speed metal but had a hardcore singer.
like if Slayer had the D.R.I. singer or something
Why did y'all never get into the studio to
record a demo?
The band was extremely part time as far as
worrying about touring or recording. Everyone
was still in high school except me, the grandpa
at 22. Unfortunately no other recordings have
survived that I know of...would have been
recorded in Baas's garage so the only pro
recording is of this V.F.W Hall show.
What are some of your favorite memories
from the 80's NOLA underground scene
both on and off stage?
The band were like younger brothers to me
since we were friends from the neighborhood. I
had a lot of parties at my family house that
bands like Ugly Americans, Descendents and
Graveyard Rodeo played at, so I knew a lot of
guys from New Orleans East that were too
young to see these bands at clubs.
The Virul Nihils were also a band that played
the New Orleans East party scene...where kids
counted!

Punk Rock Epitaph
By M. Bevis
I remember alienation, paranoia, the
distrust of a world which seemed to
delight in the destruction of a future
that was supposed to be mine.
I remember feeling vibrant, alive and
yet hopelessly fragile, a striking
contrast to the cliche of youthful
invincibility.
I remember feeling unable to be an
active participant in what was
generally accepted as society and
setting out to find something else.
It was a time when having a mohawk
or dyeing your hair primary colors
elicited a harsh beating from any of
the opposing sub-cultural cliches of
the era. We were at constant war with
just about everyone we came into
contact with, clashes always starting
with muttered epithets and curt looks
of disgust.
You'd know when a thumping was
about to go down, always the everpresent van or truck full of idiots
circling the block. Blasting their
overproduced heavy metal on cheap
6x9 speakers. Bellowing taunts,
casting aspersions as to our sexual
orientation or our parent’s genetic
makeup. Sometimes we were just
animals to them, sometimes even
less. I don't think anyone who wasn't
there will ever know just how
dangerous it was, just how much of
the fear we suffered.
All because we looked crazed. Rabid.
Different.
Staying up way past our bedtimes
discovering how to drink, smoke,
dose, shoot, snort, crush, swallow,
lick, suck and screw.
Boots, braces, bleach, the buzz of
hair clippers thrumming away in
someone’s garage or their parent’s
modern kitchen. Hoping their mom
didn't come home early from her

latchkey second shift to find hair
sheared in hideous clumps
everywhere. Her oh-so-special child
looking like one of those horrible kids
in the news. Or on that one episode of
Quincy, M.E. that aired last
Wednesday.
“Wasn't there a report on the news
about this new threat, this punk rock
menace? I heard it happened to the
Thompson boy down the block and
they had him put away for smoking a
whole bag of acids.”
Half of the scene was in mental
institutions, the other half escaping.
Unless you were one of those kids
whose parents either didn’t have the
insurance or worse, they just didn't
give a damn anyway.
V.F.W. halls became our second
homes, bordered by burned out
buildings and railroad trestles, deep in
the ghettos towards the East. The old
men who ran them let us in to have
our adventures, our triumphs, our
accidents. All without hassle, most of
the time anyway. I guess it only makes
sense that men who have seen the
brutality of war would let us have our
gigs there, let us drink there, let us be.
They always seemed to view us with a
sense of disinterest, drinking their
cheap beer and cheaper whiskey that
we would steal when their backs were
turned.
Well, except maybe for that time
when some idiot broke a mirror with
his fist, or maybe the time that kid
Skylar set his face on fire while he was
tripping. He was wailing like some kind
of animal, flailing about in this
grotesque way, demanding to be let
into the bathroom to see his charred
face. Or possibly the time we beat the
hell out of those Nazi skinheads from
Florida, descending on them quick and
furious, the whole room going violent
all at once in their direction. Slamming
the doors on their shiny bald domes
on the way out of the club for suckerpunching people in the pit. We take

care of our own after all and I think
those old veterans understood us in
an odd way.
The metal heads hated the punks
hated the preppies hated the goths
hated the skinheads hated the hippies.
Actually, we all hated the hippies.
Were you there the night that kid
brought his grandma to the show and
she had a heart attack? I still
remember her there in the light rain,
lying on the gravel at the entrance to
the club. Clutching chest, surrounded
by punks, almost serene amidst the
chaos closing ranks around her.
Strange to see, this refuse of humanity
as we were, girls crying and guys
offering help in our own freakish ways.
Then an ambulance roared up, scaring
the shit out of everyone. Two E.M.T.'s
grabbed her and sped off into the
neighborhood dark just past the
parking lot. Still can't figure out how it
happened or how it turned out. That
sort of thing happened all the time
anyway.
One thing's for sure though, I know
that the next morning we borrowed
every cent that we could, along with
someone’s Volvo and put in the worn
cassette of Damaged that was everpresent. We blasted through Uptown
streets in search of cheap big mouth
beers and nickel bags of dirt weed
copped from some old man named
"Midnight" who lived near the river.
We did that more often than not upon
waking most days, unless we were at
my mother's house on Saturday
mornings still frying from the previous
night's trip, waiting for childhood
cartoons to send us out in grand
fashion. We would blare music during
the commercials, making my little
sister scream and swear she was
going to tell Mom about the weed we
were shooting up all over the place.

Getting trapped in grain silos on the
river past the docks, in the middle of
nowhere on some fruitless quest, on
hopped trains moving way too fast for
comfort, in the back of squealing
squad cars. Worse yet, some rich kids
closet when daddy came home early
to check on his little girl or boy
Crashing every party, even the one's
thrown by friends. Especially the ones
thrown by friends. Family dog in the
microwave, refrigerator sacked and
pillaged, liquor and medicine cabinets
looted. Getting locked in bottomless
closet dark with other inebriated
casualties, peaking and freaking. I
couldn't find the walls and from what I
could make out, neither could anyone
else.
That was the night Randy took
something like 30 hits of everything
offered, terrorized us with civil war
swords and table legs, then took us
out for doughnuts and coffee. We
watched the clouds stretch across the
sky in long winding trails of blues and
grays and ate our doughnuts in silent
deference to each other.
And nary a cop in sight.
Driving headlong into oblivion in a
beater hatchback or maybe just to the
college campus to score a bag of
smoke. Screaming obscenities in the
early morning mist out of duct taped
windows at sleeping suburbanites. We
knew everything sucked and had to
find ways to alleviate the crushing
mediocrity and boredom, so we did.
Another day, another gig. As usual,
there are girls in the pit, we suicide
slam anyway, someone will help you
up don't worry. Watch out for that guy
though, crazy fucker wore his spurs
and it looks like he's gonna stage dive.
You see this one gash here? That's
gonna leave a mark, stings too. Only
six people showed up for that show
and the band was absolutely terrifying.
Laughing, always laughing in spite of
it all. Everything was funny in its own

private way, everything was chaos,
everything seemed infinite.

even worse slog home in a torrential
downpour.

Fuck it all. The pigs, their system, all
authority, your god, this country and of
course, you.

Pizza boxes, cigarette packs, hair
products, hair, rolling papers, half
empty beers, contraceptives, old
crumpled gig flyers, underwear, a pair
of boots and your best friend all
heaped on your bedroom floor in no
particular order.

Man, I'd swear someone dosed me in
my sleep last night with LSD. I awoke
in a psychedelic frenzy to a raging
punk rock house party. Peanut butter
on the walls, cigarette carcasses on
the floor, broken glass everywhere,
with a soundtrack courtesy of that
band that only gets better the more
drugs you take.
It was a risky proposition falling
asleep like that, you'd wake piled with
garbage or to find inverted crosses
shaved into your legs. All in good fun
depending on how hungover you were
at the time. And by the way, who was
the asshole who shaved a 666 on the
dogs head? Probably the same
comedian that dosed the cat with...
something. Poor bastard still hasn't
come from behind the armoire.
Every city had at least one "punk
house" as they were called and they
were all the same.
Oh shit, someone called the cops.
Guess the band shouldn't have played
"Fuck the neighbors" quite so early in
the set. Strange part is, we wound up
taking pictures with the cops after they
shut us down.
"My wife's not gonna believe this, real
punk rockers!”
Speaking of which, did you hear that
the pigs thumped the crap out of
Kenny last night? Something about
that giant skull painted on the hood of
his car. It was right near where the
Misfits got busted for robbing graves
down near the interstate, I think.
Broken down in a graffitoed VW Bug
on the outskirts of town. Screw it -walk home, and call it even. Hoping
against hope that you didn't get
jumped, or hassled by the man, or

Bad habits, bad kids, bad times, bad
vibes. Bad Brains on the turntable,
forces me to bounce off the walls,
trashing my room, flyers fulfilling their
namesake in my wake. Or better yet,
trashing your room in a youthful
display of wild abandon. Just tell your
parents, if they are still married that I
did it, they always think it was me
anyway.
They said they didn't serve our kind in
there, so we quickly exited. Something
about us stealing cigarettes.
Nothing good on the radio. Ever. Buy
more vinyl. Collector's editions, limited
pressings, signed and numbered,
hand screened covers, bootlegs. The
search for the perfect t-shirt.
Living on mac & cheese, dying from
too much ramen noodles.
The bastard children of Reaganomics,
raised under an atomic threat.
Shit, we're outta beer, bum me a
dollar. Make it two cuz I gotta get into
the show later unless I can sneak in of
course. Just lick the stamp they give
you and transfer it to someone else,
just make sure to do it while the ink is
still wet.
When we got to the show, it was
packed. People everywhere. Didn't
know the local bands were this
popular. I didn't know this many
people were in the scene in the first
place. It's getting to where everyone
has a mohawk now. Wasn't that guy a
metal head last week? And when did
his friend become a skinhead? And
where did those goths come from?

I couldn't cheat the stamp at the show
and I didn't have the balls to rush the
door. Jessica was working there, and
she could definitely kick my ass. At
least I got to buy some stickers from
the band outside.

used to, or at all. I guess sometimes
too much is enough.

No values, no surrender, no rules, no
future, no more.

I know that things were different then
and what happened in that time could
never happen again. No matter how
much the mall hawks ready made
punk gear or the prefab radio stations
squawk about the new rebellious
youth act, the truth is it's over. The
climate is different, the ruptured
innocence washed away as well as
the very real danger. I'd never trade
those days, but then I'd never go back.
Some things are best left done, better
left to the past.

It was one fist in the air, one middle
finger pointed in all directions. Flailing
wildly against everything acceptable,
everything wholesome and pure.
Thumbing our collective noses to
convention, moral majority, to society
in general. A dire communication that
all was not well in their land of
promise, that their children were
dissatisfied with what was being left
for us to inherit. Creating a state of
mind and projecting it outward in the
most forceful, unavoidable manner
possible. A pox, a chancre on the lip of
American moral majority, toxic and
ugly to admit to.
A systematic removal of preconditioned negative dogmatic
mechanisms. A self-imposed exile of
sorts, save for others just like you.
Just as the hippies failed to do, but
without the trappings of hubris. We
were applying force to relieve
pressure… we never once thought we
were changing anything. We just
wanted then to know that we were
aware and that we were very angry
about it all.
Loud fast rules, locals only, fuck shit
up, support your scene, resist
censorship, beat the bastards.
We’ve gone our separate ways, my
dysfunctional family and I. We’ve
moved on, passed away, dried up,
sold out, bought in, broke down, shut
off. Fading into the stuff of legend,
expose' books, documentaries,
websites, loving remembrances in
fanzines. Some of us are still here,
although we don't talk as much as we

Start a band, start a zine, start a
record label, start a music club, start
booking bands, start a revolution.

THE CURRENT NEW ORLEANS
UNDERGROUND MUSIC SCENE
This is a short list of what is currently (as of
February, 2016) going on in the New
Orleans underground music scene at the time
this issue is being printed and doesn’t in any
way represent what’s going on here.
Bands:
A Hanging
ahanging504.bandcamp.com
Classhole
classhole.bandcamp.com
Desecrator
desecrator1.bandcamp.com
Fat Stupid Ugly People
fatstupiduglypeople.bandcamp.com
Glut
glut504.bandcamp.com
Gristnam
Gristnam.bandcamp.com
House Of Goats
houseofgoats.bandcamp.com
Knight
facebook.com/knightnola
Medically Separated
(reverbnation.com/medicallyseparated

Solid Giant
reverbnation.com/solidgiant
The Void
reverbnation.com/thevoidnola
Torture Garden
Torturegarden504.bandcamp.com
Witch Burial
witchburial504.bandcamp.com
Upcoming shows and scene info:
Nola D.I.Y.
noladiy.org
Paranoize
Paranoizenola.com
Venues:
Siberia
siberianola.com
Gasa Gasa
gasagasa.com
Twist Of Lime
facebook.com/thetwistoflime
Babylon
facebook.com/babylonsportsbar
Circle Bar
circlebarneworleans.com

Mule Skinner
themuleskinner.bandcamp.com

Record stores:
Euclid Records
euclidnola.com

Ossacrux
ossacrux504.bandcamp.com

The Mushroom
mushroomneworleans.com

The Pallbearers
thepallbearers.bandcamp.com

Sisters In Christ
sistersinchrist.space

Ritual Killer
ritualkiller.bandcamp.com

Skully’z Recordz
skullysrecords.com

Short Leash
shortleashsnortbleach,bandcamp.com

Radio:
WTUL (91.5 fm)
wtulneworleans.com

Six Pack
(reverbnation.com/sixpack7)

Core Of Destruction Radio
coreofdestructionradio.com

